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Marketing Strategy: YOU 
 

 

Think of this section as a Writing Resume. You need one to get a job “out there”, well guess 

what?  Writers need resumes about their writing accomplishments too. 

 

If you haven’t already started a file/list/scrap piece of paper with scribbled notes about your 

accomplishments, head over to the Chart section of the class loop and collect the Yearly 

Calendar Template. Use this to chart the writing (related) activities you take part in.  

 

What does this prove?  

 

First and foremost, it is a graphic illustration for YOU of all you have done and are doing toward 

furthering a writing career. Writing is an isolated business and not everyone can understand or 

value your accomplishments in the same way that you and your fellow writers can. This list acts 

as a tangible validation. 

 

Items to include on your writing resume: 

 

Courses: Have you taken any writing courses, perhaps through CRW <g> or other organizations? 

List them here. Now, you probably won’t reference any of these courses in a query letter (unless 

it directly relates to some research you want to validate) but this information is important 

nevertheless because you are actively using what you learn here and in other courses, to “get 

somewhere”. 

 

Group/Chapter Memberships: What writing groups do you belong to? This kind of information 

proves your involvement within the (romance) writing community and your dedication to being 

informed say with industry trends. 

 

Status: Do you have PRO or PAN status? 

 

Chapter Positions: Are/Were you the president, newsletter editor or ??? of your chapter or 

another chapter?  

 

Contest Judge: Do you serve as a contest judge for your chapter or other chapter(s)?  

 

Contests: What contests have you entered, with what results? 

 

Related Writing Activities: Here I’m thinking workshops, speaking engagements and writing a 

column or article. Think a little broader base than just romance writing for these. For instance, if, 

in a previous/current job life, you have knowledge you speak/write about to groups and are using 

to write your own book than list it here. 
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Publications: Again, think beyond the romance writing box. Other fiction and non-fiction writing 

credits are publishing credits so list them. 

 

Now do you see what creating this chart proves? It is a highly specialized quick reference guide 

for...selling yourself to an editor or agent. 

 

I originally sold my first book, Keeping Faith, in 2004. Back then my query letter paragraph 

listing my accomplishments in writing was fairly slim, but I made the most of what I’d done: 

 

I am a member of Romance Writers of America, [list of other chapters I belong to]. [Information 

about contests I judge in]. Keeping Faith was a finalist in the TRW Original Golden 

Opportunities Contest in 1999. In addition, [information about the articles I wrote for a 

newsletter]. 

   

 

If you have a question about some aspect of this “writing resume”, please ask. Otherwise, DO 

NOT SEND IN the assignment. I’ll be seeing a formal version within the body of the query letter. 
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